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Vet ties knot — at the tender
age of 89
Mary Kemper
FOR VETERAN VOICE

mkemper@veteranvoiceweekly.com

ST. LUCIE WEST —
 Fred R. Quackenbush, a
World War II veteran who lives at the Cascades of
St. Lucie West, loves to play tennis, walk and swim
most days. He plays a mean sax, and he also sings
many evenings.
Violet Patricia “Pat” Chesworth — now Pat Quackenbush — also a resident of the Cascades — is a
talented soloist. Together, she and Fred hit the
karaoke stages all around St. Lucie County.
With a birthday since the wedding he’s now 90,
she’s 85. Proof that it’s never too late to find love
— and a kindred spirit.
“We have a lot of things in common,” Pat, who
comes from a family with a lot of military service,
said June 25 in a chat at the newlyweds’ home.
Indeed, they begin tangents for each other, and
finish each other’s sentences.
Both of them are musical, both wound up in
Florida, and they even both had black dogs named
“Sam” at one time.
So, after so many years, however did they meet?
“It’s really weird,” Pat said, laughing. “Go ahead,
you tell about it,” she urged her new husband.
“Well, we knew each other, but not well.
“We both belong to the music club here (at the
Cascades),” Fred said. “(About a year ago), we had
just had our Christmas show.
“I asked her to dance. I’d requested a slow number, but they played a fast one, and I lost my grip
on her hand. Pat slipped and fell.”
“I went right over,” Pat put in. “Talk about being
literally swept off my feet!”
“It was like I was a caveman, dragging her off,”
Fred said with a grin.
Having received an injury to her head, Pat was
hospitalized for a time. Fred became a regular visitor. And so it became a match.

Photo courtesy of Bob Poller
Family and friends attended the June 20 wedding of Fred and Pat Quackenbush at the Cascades of St. Lucie
West.
Fred said he’s led an extremely lucky life
all around, going back as far as wartime.
Enlisting in 1943, he was accepted into
the Army Air Force pilot training program,
which consisted of three separate classes
for pilots, navigators and bombardiers.
“I wanted to be a pilot, and I qualified for
all three, so I went to pilot school — but
then (the Army) needed navigators, so I had
to start over in navigator school,” Fred said.
“Then, they wanted me to be an instructor. I finally got a crew — on VJ Day.” That
coincidence guaranteed a large measure of
safety, in which Fred could, and did, go on
to college and earn a degree in agricultural
research.
He was married, with three children up
to that point. “Would you believe I couldn’t
find a single job (in his field)?” he said.
“Well, there was one offer — at Los Alamos,
on atomics. I said no to that.”
Eventually, Fred became a teacher, first at
Nutley High School, N.J., teaching vocational agriculture, and then in his hometown of Franklin Lakes, N.J., where he

taught high school chemistry for 27 years
before retiring.
Then came a series of semi-nomadic
years. First to Pompano Beach, then to
Hilton Head, S.C., and then back to Florida
to be near his by-then five children, four of
whom live in the state. Alzheimer’s disease
claimed his wife, and Fred stayed on, eventually buying his home in the Cascades.
Meanwhile, Pat, a native of Brighton
Beach, N.Y., “hated the cold so much that
as soon as I was old enough, I headed
straight here (to Florida),” she said. One of
12 children, she said, “I told my brothers
and sisters, ‘I’m moving. If you want to,
follow me.’ And five of them did.” That was
in 1954.
She was formerly married, and has one
son.
To Pat, there’s no downside to living in
Florida, even hurricanes. She made an
exception for Hurricane Andrew, however.
Both she and Fred remember the horror

See WEDDING page 5
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(Editor’s note: The following is
part of an occasional series of war
memories of Marine Corps veteran
W. Eugene Sweeney, Port St. Lucie. This July he reminisces about a
special Christmas abroad during
his time in Korean War.)
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During the Korean War, I served
with the 1st Battalion, 6th Marine Regiment. Our unit was part
of the 2nd Marine Division.
On Sept. 1, 1951, we were transported from Camp Lejeune, N.C.,
to Morehead City, N.C. Here we
boarded ships for a six-month
tour in the Mediterranean Sea.
We were anchored outside Athens, Greece, for Thanksgiving,
and in Naples, Italy, for Christmas.
I celebrated Christmas Eve by
going to midnight mass aboard
the aircraft carrier USS Roosevelt.
All aircraft had been relocated
to the flight deck. Troops were
transported from their ships in
the harbor to the carrier, where
mass was conducted on the hangar deck.
This deck is directly below the
flight deck, and everyone was
protected from the elements. In
Italy, at this time of year, there is
a considerable amount of rain.
I returned to my ship, the USS
Latimer, about 3 a.m. Christmas
Day. The Navy cooks and bakers
were busy preparing for the holiday meal.
It was customary for Navy staff

Port St. Lucie - Boca Raton - North Lauderdale

W. Eugene Sweeney
to entertain orphaned and needy
children on festive occasions
while in port.
The children were brought
aboard ship Christmas Day with
their chaperons. As guests of the
U.S. Navy, they were fed early,
before the troops.
These children were unaccustomed to the American holiday dinner of turkey, stuffing,
mashed potatoes, vegetables,
rolls and dessert. Much of their
food was left untouched.
When the military were served
their holiday meal, the galley had
run out of turkey, and substituted the dinner with ham.
I had the opportunity to meet
one of the chaperons, who was
so grateful the ship’s crew had
invited the children for Christmas

See SWEENEY page 6
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Armed forces first to combat racism
— but job not done yet
They refused to bury Spc. 4
Poindexter E. Williams, son of
Mary Campbell, because he was
black. Never mind that he gave
his life in service to his country.
With all the racial distrust being
stirred up yet again today, it
makes me want to run out into
the street and shake these people
until their teeth rattle. (Actually,
I’d like to do worse, but ours is a
family newspaper.)
It’s a huge insult to Spc. 4
Williams all over again, as if he
didn’t suffer enough, in life and
in death.
I’ve been digging and digging,
but it’s been almost 45 years
now, and most of the people
mentioned in that article are deceased, or long since moved on.
I don’t care. I’m still going to say
a word or two for Spc. 4 Williams
because he and his family can’t.
I’m going to say a word for all
the Spc. 4 Williamses, and Rodriguezes, and Yamamotos, and
Cohens, who were braver than
brave — giving their lives in spite
of the fact their countrymen hated them.
That takes a special kind of
person, and I don’t want them
forgotten.
I’ve asked myself over and over
why racism even exists. In time,
I’ve come to believe it’s because
we tend to distrust anyone different from ourselves, so we tend to
self-segregate.
People who grow up around
people of many different backgrounds have a better chance of
not being racist — but even that’s
no guarantee. It also takes parents teaching their children that
racism is wrong.
I was lucky. I was an Army brat,
and from infancy to 10 I grew up
in the Republic of Panama. I went
to school with kids from every
conceivable ethnic background
you can imagine — black kids
from New York, Jamaica, Barbados and Panama itself — Puerto
Rican kids, Mexican-American
kids, kids from Honduras and
Bolivia. Kids from the Philippines.
Did we self-segregate? No. We
were kids. We couldn’t care less.
Heck, I didn’t even know the maid
in the Tom and Jerry cartoons
was not the actual homeowner.
Did our parents? Yes.
But again, I was lucky. My dear
departed Dad, who only ever
wanted to be a soldier, was also
extremely bigoted.
But he knew he was, and he
didn’t want his kids to be. Time
and time again I’d hear him
catching himself saying something derogatory, and then telling
us that was wrong of him to say

Mary Kemper
so.
You see, he served in World
War II, Korea and Vietnam, and
he’d commanded troops of color
and seen firsthand that his own
upbringing of bigotry from my
grandparents was wrong, wrong,
wrong.

Did we self-segregate? No. We
were kids. We couldn’t care less.
Heck, I didn’t even know the maid
in the Tom and Jerry cartoons
was not the actual homeowner.
So, with me, the combination
worked. I’ve made countless
friends (for life) across the color
spectrum, because I like them as
PEOPLE, with their own unique
personalities. I’ve worked with
them, partied with them, and
loved them.
Because they’re not “them.”
They’re “us.”
And that’s what Truman saw
way back then, when he signed
the order integrating the services.
If you take a look at today’s
armed forces, you won’t find
much bigotry, and this is what
gives me hope for our future.
Soldiers, sailors, airmen and
Marines on the line will tell you
no one cares what color you are,
as long as someone has your
back.
You’ll find more adherence to
political correctness (and that’s a
subject for another conversation),
while the outside world continues

See SOLDIER page 6
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“We got everything
we needed to keep
caring fo‰ Dad
at home.”
Treasure Coast Hospice
provides comfort and
guidance for any
life-limiting illness,
including Alzheimer’s.
To learn more, call us at
(866) 999-4550 or visit
tchospice.org.
Serving all, regardless of
ability to pay.

“My dad had Alzheimer’s disease for years,
and Vivian and I took care of him in our
home. A friend told me how Treasure
Coast Hospice can help. They provided
Dad’s medications, a wheelchair, a shower
chair and oxygen. The RN and hospice
aide showed us their love and patience
as they helped us give Dad all the care he
needed. We suggest calling Treasure Coast
Hospice as early as possible.”

– Rev. Roszon and Vivian
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n July 26, 1948, President Harry S. Truman
signed Executive Order
9981 abolishing racial
discrimination in the armed forces of the United States.
Before the executive order, black
and Asian troops were required to
serve in separate units because
whites felt they were “inferior.”
The trouble was, these pesky
“inferior” troops had racked up
such an impressive record in
World War II (and earlier, though
it’s not as well recorded) that they
put most of the “superior” white
troops to shame.
Units like the Tuskegee Airmen,
whose cover fire for bombing missions was so devastating to the
Germans that white bomb groups
requested their escort over white
fighter units.
Units like the 442nd Infantry
Regiment, whose 14,000 soldiers
of Japanese ancestry became the
most decorated unit of any in
American history — being issued
more than 9,000 Purple Heart
Medals in so doing.
It took a long time for white
and non-white troops to learn to
integrate into a seamless fighting
force. While the military worked
at it, however slowly, in society at
large there was still widespread
institutional segregation.
Sit in the back of the bus. Drink
from “colored” water fountains.
You can’t eat here — we don’t
serve blacks, or Hispanics, Asians
or Jews.
Even as late as 1970, bigotry
kept rearing its ugly head.
An article appeared in the Aug.
20, 1970 issue of The Palm Beach
Post, titled, “Fort Pierce Burial Plots for Dead GIs — But No
Blacks.”
Written by staff writer Dean
Olson, who died in 2002, it tells
of the privately owned Hillside
Memorial Gardens Cemetery in
Fort Pierce having offered free
burial plots for all those killed in
the Vietnam War.
But they refused to bury Spc.
4 Poindexter E. Williams, son of
Mary Campbell, because he was
black.
Never mind that he gave his life
in service to his country.
Williams, just 20, was serving
with the 1st Air Cavalry Division
in Vietnam in 1970 when he was
killed in a mortar barrage.
Let me tell you something — I
was a child of 10 when that article was published, and I knew
even then how many brave men
and women of all colors were
giving their lives, only to be mistreated even in death — and it
burns me up.

Robert’s son and daughter-in-law

Licensed since 1982. ©2012 Treasure Coast Hospice.
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NPR reports that the federal
government failed mustard-gas
veterans

I

love National Public Radio,
NPR, but I’m a little leery
on this bit of reporting:
“The VA’s Broken Promise
to Thousands of Vets Exposed to Mustard Gas.”
The 10-minute story aired on
Tuesday, June 23. Investigative
reporter Caitlin Dickerson described in detail what comes off
as an apathetic and incompetent
— bordering on malicious — Department of Veterans Affairs for
two decades stonewalling about
4,000 survivors of deliberate and
prolonged mustard gas exposure
the military did during World
War II. The Pentagon feared Nazi
Germany resorting to mustard
gas as a last-ditch effort to stave
off the Allied advances, so it did
tests on American service members to prepare for it. The ethics
of that decision are easy to question 70 years later. But none of
us know what we’d done if the
decision was ours at the time.
If a reporter wants a popular story that’ll get journalism
prizes, kicking the VA is a good
place to start. Pretty much everybody loves veterans; even if
for many supporting our troops
is “liking” a Facebook post or
two on Memorial Day. The public
also largely sees the VA — at
once rightly and wrongly — as a

Patrick McCallister
heartless, self-blinded bureaucracy that doesn’t care about
veterans. Sometimes it is, but
most times it’s not.
Here’s a given: The military has
done lots of things — usually in
secret and often involving enlistees — that stretch ethics to and
past the breaking point. Here’s
another given: The VA screws
up, and when it does veterans
get hurt.
Add those givens together and
an enterprising reporter can find
stories about screwed veterans
thrown under the bus and win
journalism prizes. If the report-
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er doesn’t really know anything
about the Veterans Health Administration, which most probably don’t, he or she will likely
fail to ask an important question
when talking to the “screwed
veterans” —
“Did you get the help of a
qualified veteran’s service officer
when you filed your initial claim
to the VA?”
The answer to that question
is important. The VA isn’t and
doesn’t have to be a do-it-yourself project. In Florida every
county has a veteran’s service
office to help file claims and
appeals. It’s state law that they
do. Many veterans’ organizations have service officers who
help members and non-members alike free of charge. When I
talk to veterans with harrowing
narratives of VA stonewalling,
what almost all have in common
is they filed their claims without
service officers. But not always.
At the end of 2013 Veteran
Voice did a story about Silverio
“Sal” Conti, who was stationed at
Dugway Proving Grounds, Utah,
back in 1955. Dugway is where
the military tested chemical and
biological weapons in the 1950s.
It’s the kind of place that crops
up in spy novels and movies
about manmade apocalypses.
“They were doing all kinds of
tests,” Sal told me. “They never
told us what they were testing.”
As his deployment rolled on,
Sal got a growing unease about
where he was. The cook was up
early in the mornings and saw
things. He saw worrisome things.
“I’d go to throw out food in
the morning, and I’d see dead
animals with lumps,” he said.
“Horses, big horses, dead with
lumps.”
Then, he started getting those
same lumps. What followed was
a lifetime of mysterious illnesses that started when he was at
Dugway. John Haddox — who
managed Martin County’s Veteran Services until he was elected
to the county commission —
tried for years, but wasn’t able to
get Sal any help from the VA.
“(His mysterious diseases)
started when he was in the
service,” Haddox said in an interview. “(A claim) should have
been a slam dunk.”
But, it’s wasn’t. There were a
couple reasons for that. One
is the secrecy that surrounds

Photo by National Museum of Health
and Medicine
Soldier with mustard gas burns on his
back and arm
Dugway.
“(The VA) wanted him to tell
them what chemicals he was
exposed to,” Haddox said. “He
doesn’t know that. This stuff was
secret.”
The other problem was the 1973
fire at the National Personnel
Records Center, St. Lewis. The
fire famously destroyed millions
of service records — including
Sal’s Army medical records that
he says would show his lumps
started at Dugway. Without
records, Sal didn’t have much
left for making claims, or seeking
answers.
“My story is my scars, and
the government doesn’t pay for
scars,” Sal said. “That’s what
someone told me: ‘Mr. Conti, the

See MUSTARD page 6
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WEDDING from page 1
well.
“It was terrible, just terrible,”
Pat said, shaking her head. “For
days, it was just an incredible
high wind. The rain came three
days after that, and there was
flooding everywhere.”
Fred recalled “trees slicing other
trees in half. I couldn’t believe it.”
Pat jumped in. “And the trees
around the houses somehow fell
down away from them, not on
them. It was amazing.”
Hurricanes notwithstanding,
the couple enjoys their life at the
Cascades. Fred plays tennis six
days a week, and only recently
has scaled back his 3-mile-a-day
walk somewhat. Afterward, he
takes a dip in the couple’s pool.
Fred turns 90 on June 30, and
the plan is to have “Quackenbush
Day” at — where else? — the tennis court.
Evenings are devoted to music.
Pat, as a soloist, has performed
in several productions at the Cascades. Indeed, “the reason I chose
to live here is the beautiful stage,”
she said.
Fred started playing the saxophone at the age of 10. By age 12,
“my mom formed a family band,
and in high school, I formed my
own band. We called it the ‘Jive
Five,’” he said, chuckling.

Pat and Fred, who sings in the
Cascades chorus, can usually be
found at karaoke nights throughout the county, whether at Elks
or Moose lodges, American Legion
Post 518 in Port St. Lucie, and
the former Duffy’s Tavern (now
Town Tavern), Port St. Lucie,
among other places.
“We go out as often as four
nights a week,” Pat said. “We
have a good karaoke group right
here in the Cascades. Really, the
talent is amazing.
“There are a lot of people who
are very talented, but only now
(in their lives) are they expressing
it.”
Together, Fred and Pat maintain
a pace that would tire many a
younger couple. Now that they’re
married, Pat plans to sell her
Cascades home and move into
Fred’s home, which is now theirs
together.
Fred designed the ornamental
landscaping around the house,
and enjoys trimming his own
shrubbery.
Pat enjoys drawing, in addition
to music. “Music and art, my two
favorite things in life,” she said.
Together, they create a unique
chemistry of age, experience and
energy that just won’t quit. If
love’s song is the sweetest of all,
these two will be making music
for quite a time to come.

19862

Staff photo by Mary Kemper
Newlyweds Fred and Pat Quackenbush take a break at their home in the Cascades of
St. Lucie West June 25.
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VA does not pay for scars.’”
I talked to Sal the other day. He
said that after Veteran Voice ran
his story, Congressman Patrick
Murphy’s office was able to get
the VA to award him a 50 percent disability and enroll him in
the VHA. Conti is pushing for
100 percent disability. He’s 81.
On an aside, when the paper
was doing the story, the VA
stonewalled us. It put up hoop
after hoop to get interviews with
anyone who’d talk about Dugway
and Conti. Veteran Voice jumped
through the given hoops, and got
no return calls.
But, in my experience, Sal’s
story is unusual. Those who get
service officers to help with filing
claims usually get something
from the VA in a reasonable
time.
Wayne Teegardin, who runs St.
Lucie’s Veteran Services, said
he’s handled claims for a couple
World War II mustard-gas victims. He said oftentimes the VA
requested additional documentation, and he’s gotten creative
with submitting copies of old
photographs and letters that
placed the veterans in what were

SOLDIER from page 3
to fan the flames of division.
But even in Fort Pierce in 1970,
people were speaking out against
the ban on allowing black soldiers to be buried at Hillside.
Even then-Mayor Dennis B.
Sumerlin made an appeal to the
funeral directors, but to no avail.
I contacted today’s Hillside Cemetery staff, and had a wonderful
conversation with Gary Maxwell,
general manager.
He assured me that under no
circumstances is anyone denied
burial, even if they died as a
result of communicable diseases,
and certainly not because of their
race or ethnic origin. Praise God.
So, Spc. 4 Williams — Poindexter — (and may God in His mercy
bless your dear mother for nam-

SWEENEY from page 2
dinner. She gave me her address
in Naples, and invited me to her
home to meet family and relatives.
The following day, while on
liberty with two other Marines,
we visited her home. It was a
tenement-style building with no
central heat. The only source of

ing you, perhaps to armor you
against a world determined to
beat you down) — I didn’t know
you. I’m pretty sure none of us
did. But you were 20 years old,
and you joined the Army to serve
the rest of us — even though
most of us hated you for no good
reason.
I’m willing to bet you’d be dismayed by how people in 2015,
black, white or whatever, are
using race as an excuse to stay
angry about one thing or another
— to drive us apart, rather than
bring us together.
In fact, I’d bet my life on it. And
so I thank you for giving yours,
from my heart. I know your real
buddies, then and now, are with
you.

heat was from the kitchen hearth,
where they did their cooking.
Straw mats were placed on the
floor for sleeping. Furniture items
were very scarce, as the family
was not wealthy. They were most
gracious, and invited us to stay
for a pasta dinner.
Christmas that year made me
realize how fortunate we are to be
citizens of our great country, and
live in the good old U.S.A.

CROSSWORD
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MUSTARD from page 4

secret locations where the mustard-gas and other undercover
experiments were done. That’s
done the trick many a time, Teegardin said.
When that hasn’t worked,
Teegardin has sometimes resorted to getting records from the
Defense Finance and Accounting
Service. It had to send checks
somewhere, and those records
often prove where service members were.
The VA, which is the largest
single healthcare provider in the
United States, gets a lot of things
wrong. But, it gets a lot of things
right. The Orlando VA Medical
Center has about 105,000 veterans in its care. The Viera Outpatient Clinic alone gets about
26,000 visits a year. The West
Palm Beach VA Medical Center has about 64,500 enrollees.
That’s a lot of healthcare.
If you hear scuttlebutt about
the NPR story, keep it in perspective. If you hear about a
“screwed veteran,” ask, “Did the
veteran get a service officer’s
help filing that claim?”
By the way, I never submitted
the story about Sal Conti for any
journalism prizes.
The NPR story is at www.npr.org

CLUES ACROSS
1. A sleeveless garment
5. Cold vegetable dish
10. Believed to bring good
luck
12. Shittah tree
14. Hotel heiress
16. Of I
18. Diego, Francisco,
Anselmo
19. __ King Cole, musician
20. Passover ceremony
22. ___ fi: space genre
23. Yearned
25. Desperate
26. Corded fabric
27. London radio station
28. Digital audiotape
30. Licenses TV stations
31. Employs
33. Food bar
35. Bigeye shad genus
37. Hog fats
38. Spoke
40. Moss capsule stalk
41. Openwork fabric
42. Chit
44. Holds for use
45. Ed Murrow’s home
48. Egyptian god of life
50. Shaped into a sphere
52. Golfing stand
53. Red Sea straits
55. Swiss river
56. Hostelry
57. Indicates position
58. Inoculation
63. Slip by
65. Apple smartphone
66. Sheep cries
67. Affirmatives

CLUES DOWN
1. An inferior dog
2. 4th Caliph of Islam
3. Foot (Latin)
4. Relating to a people
5. Added sodium chloride
6. Perform something
7. Vientiane is the capital
8. Blemished
9. Roman 501
10. Keep up
11. Operator
13. Arbitrarily punished
15. 007’s creator
17. Gets up
18. Used to be United __
21. Optical phenomenon of
light waves
23. People supported
broadcasting
24. Tap gently
27. With no brim or bill
29. Bulrushes

SUDOKU

32. Educational test
34. Overweight
35. Musical composition
36. A religious recluse
39. Alt. of Tao
40. Heavyhearted
43. Brit. suspenders
44. Bodily structure protrusion
46. Sesame
47. 1/100 yen
49. About navy
51. Dali language
54. Celery cabbage
59. Winter time in Chicago
60. Annual percentage
yield
61. Definite article
62. Operating system for
65 across
64. Pound (abbr.)
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Getting ready for the fireworks
Jack Gamble
clinical coordinator at the
Department of Veterans Affairs
Gourley said there are a number
of combat veterans taking about
fireworks at Military with PTSD’s
Facebook page.
While it’s not exclusive to combat
veterans, they’re one of the highest risk groups to develop PTSD.
According to the National Institute
of Mental Health, people are wired
to detect and respond to danger.
The so-called “fight for flight”
survival response that generally
serves us well. PTSD, essentially,
is when a person remains in the
alert state long after danger has
passed to the point that it’s negatively affecting his or her daily life.
The institute reports that about
7.7 million American adults have
PTSD.
For more about the free signs,
visit www.militarywithptsd.org/
courteous-with-fireworks.
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - 9AM TO 5PM
Valiant Air Command Warbird Museum
6600 Tico Road, Titusville, FL 32780

(321) 268-1941 • www.vacwarbirds.org

Special Event Venues Available

Cannot be combined with other offers.
This coupon is not redeemable for cash

3 Display Hangars
Over 30 Aircraft
Memorabilia
Free Guided Tours
Gift Shop
C-47 Plane Rides
Canteen

$1.00 OFF Admission

ley said.
That Facebook post got almost
5,100 comments, more than
50,000 likes, and nearly 325,000
shares. It’s been viewed about 21
million times.
Gamble said every combat veteran with PTSD has to handle Independence Day fireworks his or her
way. Whether to put up yard signs
requesting courtesy is up to each,
he said. However, Gamble said it
is always important for veterans
with spouses and young children
to talk about how fireworks affect
them. That way family members
know any apparent agitation is
environmental, not personal, and
can be appropriately supportive.
Additionally, Gamble said veterans with PTSD sometimes plan
activities that get them away from
neighborhood fireworks, such as
going to movies. Some actually go
to firework shows.
“Clinically, having the patriotic
music in the background and being around a lot of people can lend
a supportive effect,” he said.
At a show the pyrotechnics are
expected, whereas neighborhood
fireworks are random. Gamble
said that for many combat veterans random explosions are disruptive whereas expected ones are
not.
“Be aware and make plans,”
Gamble said. “Through each year,
identify what works and what
doesn’t.”
He added, “Talk to other veterans. That’s part of the planning.
‘What do you do?’ ‘What do you
do?’”
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Fireworks are fun. Unless they
transport you back to a combat
zone.
“What it can do is it can lead to
the onset of anxiety to anxiety
attacks, panic attacks, to full
blow flashbacks, reliving situations,” said Jack Gamble clinical
coordinator at the Department of
Veterans Affairs St. Lucie County
PTSD Clinical Team Outpatient
Program.
In a scene from the 1989 movie “Born on the Fourth of July,”
Tom Cruise portraying Vietnam
War veteran Ron Kovic rides in an
Independence Day parade subtly
ducking every time a firecracker explodes. It harkens to the
movie opening with World War
II veterans doing the same. For
many combat veterans, it’s not
a dramatic invention. It’s reality.
Fireworks trigger post-traumatic
stress disorder responses.
“Be prepared for it,” Gamble said.
About a month ago Military with
PTSD started offering combat
veterans free yard signs to help
them talk to their neighbors about
Independence Day fireworks. The
signs read “Combat Veteran lives
here. Please be courteous with
fireworks.” At press time, the Indiana not-for-profit sent 1,500 signs
to veterans, and has a waiting list
of about 2,000.
“When we first started we only
had 700 signups for signs,”
Shawn Gourley, co-founder and
executive director, said. “Within
two and a half weeks, it jumped to
over 2,000 waiting for signs.”
The idea for the signs started
serendipitously when a combat
veteran made his own asking folks
to be courteous with fireworks. He
sent Military with PTSD a picture
of him with it.
“On July 4, at 1:30 p.m., 2014,
we posted Jon Dykes’ picture on
Facebook and it went viral,” Gour-
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Veterans with PTSD sometimes plan activities
that get them away from neighborhood
fireworks, such as going to movies.
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